EYE PROTECTION

EarPlanes are a patented pressure-regulating earplug that is irritating, nonflammable, and moisture-resistant. NRR 31dB. ANSI S3.19-1974; CSA Class AL P/N 9134 .........

Ear plugs

LITTLE JOHN
Positively the least expensive accessory you can buy to extend your range. One authenticated case reports a Piper Malibu's range extended by 500 miles. Durable plastic, won't crack under any normal handling and temperature conditions. A tight screw-on cap makes it spill proof. Standard issue in hospitals for years. P/N 9741 ............... $10.95

LADY J ADAPTER
The anatomically designed funnel snaps in and out of the little John. It can be used sitting or even standing. Clean white plastic. P/N 9745 ............... $8.99

G FUNNEL ADAPTER
The G-Funnel is a portable urinal adapter which simply screws on to any plastic pop or water bottle that will be used as a container for those situations where a washroom facility is not available. Can be attached and used together with any sized plastic pop or water bottle that most people have on hand. A very useful relief device for those emergency situations. P/N 91-01974 ............ $7.99

RESTOP DISPOSABLE URINAL
The anatomically designed Restop is the disposable urine bag that combines a unique blend of polymer enzymes, & deodorizer to turn urine into an odorless liquid contact. The funnel design prevents accidental spills. Restop is sanitary, non-toxic, spillproof & odorless, safe and convenient, trash container safe, and small enough to fit in pocket. Easy to use by men & women. 2 pack. P/N 91-00794 .......... $3.45

TRAVEL JOHN
Absorbent pouch turns urine into gel instantly while destroying bacteria and odor. Specially designed collar works for men women and children; spill guard prevents back guard during use. Convenient, sanitary and compact, TravelJohn is easy to use while sitting or standing. Will not leak or spill, even if punctured. Holds 28 fl. oz. Includes antiseptic hand wipe. 3-pack................. P/N 91-00984 .......... $5.50

CONVENIENCE BAG
Disposable urine & vomit bag. Wide mouth. No spill, cleanup, or odors One-hand use.
P/N13-02821 ...................... $2.09

MOTION EAZE
Whether you want to prevent occasional motion sickness or relieve its symptoms, after the fact, Motion Eaze does the job. No matter, if it’s sea sickness, car sickness, air sickness or any activity where motion sickness poses a problem, Motion Eaze really works. Contains no drugs, artificial additives, or stimulants of any kind. Only the freshest, highest quality, natural oils are used in its production. Motion Eaze is an oil that is applied to, and absorbed through, the skin, just behind the ear. P/N 13-02732 .......... $15.95

SEABAND WRIST BAND
The Sea-Band has been clinically tested against nausea and vomiting in travel, pregnancy, anesthesia, chemotherapy and all conditions which induce nausea. The Sea-Band is a knitted elasticized wrist band, which operates by applying pressure on the Nei Kuan acupuncture point on each wrist. P/N 9411 .......... $8.75/pair

SIC-SAC
Use these for air sickness emergencies. Moisture proof and tear resistant even under extreme temperature changes. 10 sacks, individually packaged, each with attached tie band. Pack of 10 .......... P/N 9296 .......... $5.95

OZIUM AIR SANITIZER / FRESHENER
Eliminates smoke and offensive malodors caused by airborne bacteria. OZIUM is a product that sanitizes the air you breathe. It is clinically proven to eliminate odors, unlike current products that just mask odors. OZIUM combats airborne contaminants and eliminates odors with glycol-ized action…dispensing micron sized particles that linger in the air, attach to airborne bacteria and malodors to drastically reduce air pollution, purify and sanitize the air.
P/N 14-00061 .......... $9.50

THE BIFFY BAG
Personal disposable toilet system is a complete toilet that fits in the palm of your hand. Allows for a natural position. It has everything you need for a sanitary, discrete and comfortable experience.
P/N 13-12354 ................. $13.50
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